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Whose Heart Are You Breaking To-Night?

Moderato

I pity you,
You live on lies
You can't be true,

Why must you, break hearts in two,
Are made to cry over you
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You used my love to amuse you,
Some day when you love sincerely

Now I find out I must lose you,
You'll pay the price and pay dearly

It's hard to bear
Some how I feel
Sorrow and care,
You can be real

You'll know when you get your share,
Why not play fair when you deal.
WHOSE HEART ARE YOU BREAKING TONIGHT?

Whose eyes are just seeing the light,

Whom are you refusing to see,

Who's the next to suffer like me
Whose cheeks have been sprinkled with tears

Who is sad and blue?

Whose heart's aching, Whose heart is breaking,

All over you.
Try this on your piano

Tell Her At Twilight
(Just Sing Loves Sweet Song)
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CHORUS
Tell her at twilight

While dusk is falling,

When birds are calling

Whisper to her that's the time to sweetly woo her.
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For your Player Piano. For your Phonograph.